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NASHVILLE, TN (WSMV) - After years of both criticism and praise, a program
aimed to curb illegal immigration in Davidson County is ending.
Davidson County Sheriff Daron Hall said Tuesday that Nashville will not renew
the 287(g) Delegation of Authority Program, which was implemented in 2007
and gives deputies the authority to process and detain criminal illegal
immigrants encountered in the jail booking process.
Hall said the controversy had nothing to do with his decision to end the
program, but he said it was important to make the announcement now before
Metro Council started to debate a proposed charter amendment about the
sheriff's duties.
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"We said from the beginning that we would not continue to do the program if it
was not having a significant impact in this community and it was time to move
on. That time has come," Hall said.
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Hall said the county's agreement with the U.S. Immigration Enforcement office
expires on Oct. 8.
The office will now use a program called Secure Communities, which screens
foreign-born people who are arrested upon fingerprinting.
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"The risk is that if you are in the country illegally and do not have your
fingerprints in the system and you commit a crime, it has no way to know if you are illegally here. So that person
could be released back into the community," Hall said.
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Hall said since the program started, more than 10,000 illegal aliens have been processed for removal from Davidson
County, and overall there has been an 80 percent decrease in the number of illegal immigrants arrested in the county.
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Those who have been directly impacted by the 287(g) program said this is a long time coming but still express doubts
about the alternative.
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"I feel really happy, because tonight we can sleep peacefully that one of the big monsters is gone here in Davidson
County," said Amelio Moreno.
The 12 staff members who worked on the 287(g) program will be offered jobs elsewhere in the sheriff's office.
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united states of mexico right here buddy
Ragdoll
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GREAT idea...When the former illegals get wind of this...They will be back!!!! The fact that we cared helped lower their
presence..go figure
anotherjoe
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You can now illegally come here legally?
Jack Simpson
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@richard: I agree completly. This under the table thing adds validity to the oft heard remark: illegals do the work americans are
too lazy to do.
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this fellow was probably a legal immigrant and look what he was doing: LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - An Iraqi man charged in
Kentucky with supporting terrorism in his native country will plead guilty just hours after a judge was told the government can
prove he worked with insurgents to kill U.S. troops, federal prosecutors said Tuesday
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Daron Hall actually cancelled the only thing that he done right in his tenure? Wow talk about caving under pressure! Daron
allows his (friends) administrators to fix tickets, get DUI's, abuse their power and does nothing to them. Daron is being sued by
a woman left over night in the courthouse, a pregnant woman shackled while delivering a baby, sued by HUNDREDS of
employees who were not paid overtime...yet he has given all his cronies administrative jobs making close to or over 100K a
year. Daron is never in his office, never shows up to visit the jails. Daron is a puppet and slave to those who got him elected.
DO NOT RE ELECT DARON HALL
Richard Smith Jr
17 hours ago
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So we yield to whom? The illegals up in arms and their supporters/Attorney's? Sheriff Hall's department may no longer have
law enforcement powers since the creation of Metro, but what happens within the confines of that jail including PROCESSING
PRISONERS IS HIS RESPONSIBILITY. The 287G program has been VERY effective in removing illegal criminals
PERMANENTLY from OUR streets!!!!!
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So is that the normal procedure now? A program is an "overwhelming success" so we cancel it? I think it's time for a new
Sheriff in town.
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I do believe Chris wins for most intelligent comment today! No one could/would argue over them coming here legally. It takes
a great deal of money and effort (most American's couldn't answer half of the questions on a citizenship test) and if someone
from ANY country wants to be a part of this great country, I say COME ON OVER...just have your **** together!
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What a shame. More illegals, more crime, more drain on the economic infrastructure.
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btw karen, guess what i am? i am black. does that bust your bubble you moron? don't make ignorant race comments if you
aren't so sure about what you are talking about
chris
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@ karen its not about race, one of my best friends is from mexican descent, he came over here legally, enrolled in the military,
pays taxes and is a model citizen, just come over here legally, our economy and country as a whole is going down the tubes
because we just keep letting these people come in. follow the legal system and people wont have a problem with it
chris
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jeanetta if he came over legally he wouldnt have never gotten deported, did he pay taxes on the business he owned, did he
take taxes out of his workers paychecks, good ridance, there are millions more who need to go back as well.
shawn
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+17
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democrats want them here to vote, republicans want them here to work for next to nothing and tea partiers want them here to
have a target to scare us with. they will never go away. check mate.
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